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Some very
basic questions

I

t is flattering at the end of a job
search to get an invitation to be
interviewed. However, you need to
be realistic about your chances if you
get that call. Ask yourself ‘should
I be doing this interview if the job
does not really suit me?’
Most interviewees prepare very
badly for interview. The most frequent error
is to underestimate the nature and depth of
the process.
For a critical interview you will need at
least 20 to 30 hours preparation – which
will include preparing and refining the CV,
researching the position and building up
your case for the job in question. It is worth
a week of your life to prepare properly. But
before you consider putting yourself forward
you may need to stand back from the process and ask yourself some basic questions.
Your objective at the interview is to help
the interview panel (or interviewer) match
the job description to your ability to do the
job – as proven by you during the meeting.
The interview is a structured conversation
with a specific purpose – and probably your
first meeting with your future boss. It’s a
complex process containing elements of a
trial (search for evidence and proof), a meeting (getting to know you) and group therapy
(dealing with feelings).

You need to be aware of these elements
and many others to make the process a successful one.
WHAT CHANCE DO I REALLY HAVE?
• Have I considered the field for this job?
A - Am I a front runner?
B - In the middle of the pack?
C - At the back?
If your answer is A your objective is
to ensure you are number 1 and you
don’t do anything to jeopardise your
chances

A

If your answer is B you can increase
your chances dramatically by researching the job and the interview
process.
Research shows that you can put yourself
into the front by understanding as much as
you can about how the interview and recruitment process you are engaging in works.

B

If your answer is C you need to ask
yourself seriously ‘why am I doing
this?’
You could be putting yourself
under serious stress and, even worse, under-

C

Why interviews fail
Research shows that the main reasons interviewees fail include:
¬ Not having a clear understanding what the job is and
how their knowledge, skills
and experience relates to its
performance requirements.
¬ Not listening properly to
the questions being asked or
engaging in a real exchange
with the interviewers.
¬ Lying or mis-representing

information to the interviewer.
¬ Woolly language, bad
communication.
¬ Conscious or unconscious
bias on the part of the interviewers (e.g. picking people
they like and can identify
with – rather than thinking
through what the company
really needs).
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¬ Poor presentation, body
language and rapport.
¬ Interviewees focus on the
what the job will do for them
rather than what they will
contribute to the company.
¬ Long irrelevant answers.
¬ Inadequate preparation.
¬ Lack of experience in being interviewed.
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mine your performance at subsequent interviews. However, you may decide to do the
interview anyway – to get practice. Sometimes this confident attitude can actually get
you the job!
WHY HAVE PREVIOUS INTERVIEWS
FAILED?
The challenge for you is to understand why
you did not succeed previously. Amongst the
standard excuses are:
• The board made a mistake and hired the
wrong person.
• I was too nervous on the day.
• The decision was made already.
• I don’t like talking about myself
• I get too nervous.
• I am an introvert and they always hire
extroverts.
• I am too old, too expensive, nobody
wants me.
The last point might get this reaction: who
would want to hire anyone who went into a
job interview wth a poor attitude like that?
The challenge for you is to put previous
experiences into perspective, get relevant
feedback (if you can) and acquire professional interviewee skills.
WHAT IS INTERVIEWER REALLY
LOOKING FOR?
Typically interviews boards are looking for
some very specific information:
• If you know what the job involves –what
are the results expected?
• If you are able to do the job –do you
have the skills, attributes and knowledge
required?
• If you are willing do the job – and to
grow in the role over time
• If you can fit in with your colleagues
and the culture of the organisation.
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Forearmed with this knowledge you can
build a case for yourself in advance:
• Provide evidence of the results you
have achieved in the past
• Show your ability to communicate well
and answers questions in depth during
the interview
• Demonstrate your ability to analyse data
quickly.
• Your ability to demonstrate what you
have learned as a result of experience
• By creating good rapport and contact
during the interview.

Useful Tips:
Basic questions
¬ Review your career plans before you
do an interview – ask yourself is this a
good move?
¬ Rate yourself in the competition –
realistically
¬ Examine your previous experience
with interviews constructively
¬ Interviewers and interviewees are
poor at recalling what happens at interviews – get good data on your performance
¬ Be clear on what you want the interview to achieve for you – what are the
messages and impressions you want
to leave.
¬ Interviewers are looking for knowledge of the job, the ability to do it,
proof that you have done something
similar before and that you will fit in
well in their organisation – especially
the latter.
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How to prepare
the interview
INTERVIEWERS spend a lot of time preparing for the job interview – shouldn’t you?
What you are preparing for should be a professional conversation the objective of which
is to match you to the job. Many people do
not take the interview seriously – seeing it
as something that has to be gone through –
like some form of arcane ritual. Others feel
the need to oversell themselves and look for
ways to put themselves top of the list – even
if that involves a bit of lying and misrepresentation. Such an approach is fatal in any
interview situation as it destroys trust and
your perceived credibility.
RESEARCHING THE JOB
It is essential to research your job thoroughly under the following headings:
• What results are expected from the holder?
• How does the job fit into the work of their
department/company?
• What is the company profile?
• What is happening in that sector/industry
at present?
• What are future trends or threats in that
industry?
• What is the market share/perception of
this company in the Market place?
• How are their products regarded in the
market place?
• How much product development does
the company do?

HELPING THE HR DEPARTMENT
TO HELP YOU
Spend time tailoring the CV to the job –
check how easy it is to find proof of the job
requirements in your documentation. If you
are writing a letter of application – show first
that you understand what the job is asking
for.
Provide proof from your experience that
you have what it takes. Most CVs are produced in the default format of the applicant’s word processor and are thus unsuitable and no different from most CV’s that
will be seen. Make yours different by using
a readable, clear typeface and by making it
easy to process.
PROMOTION INTERVIEWS:
REVIEW YOUR RECORD
If you are going for an internal promotion in
your organisation you will need to prepare
well and in depth. The danger is that there

Useful Tips:
Preparation for
interviewer and
interviewee
¬ Interviewers and interviewees should
prepare in similar ways – your objective is to ensure they have what they
need to make the decision in your
favour.
¬ Base your application on a marriage
of the job description, job specification
and your CV.
¬ Make the documentation as focussed and as user-friendly as possible for the people who will read it.
¬ Review your record of achievements
and work done for the last year
¬ For promotion interviews – look on it
as an opportunity to put your case for
the job and assume you will be treated
fairly.

If you are applying to a company you do
not know well you will need to consult the
following:
• Company website for a copy of their
strategy statement, annual results.
• Other websites for news stories relevant
to the company (are they going out of business?)
• Publications in the standard guides and
references in your local library.
• Research or customer satisfaction survey.
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may be pre-conceived ideas by your colleagues about your performance.
The interview can give you a positive opportunity to set the record straight. Go back
to the basic questions:
1. When you joined the company? What
got you appointed? Why not the other 100
people who applied at the same time?
2. What got you promoted previously if
applicable?

Review your performance over the last two
or three years. Remind yourself of successful
projects. Bring yourself up to speed on what
you achieved and how you achieved it.
Examine your performance reviews in
detail to understand what elements of your
performance were valued and rewarded in
your current role.
Consider how your job relates to other
roles in your team and how your efforts support your colleagues and those above you.
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Interview
structure
THE INTERVIEW PROCESS
THE job interview is sometimes defined as a
structured conversation with a purpose.
For the interviewer the purpose is to find
the right candidate. For the interviewee the
purpose is to persuade the interviewer that
he/she is the best person for the job!
The danger for the interviewer is to turn
the conversation into an interrogation and
to miss the right candidate in the process
by misinterpreting the data obtained under
stress.
As an interviewee you need to avoid anticipating or experiencing the interview as an
interrogation.
If the interviewer and interviewee together
create mutual rapport and respect the result
will be better disclosure on the interviewees
part and better results on the interviewers
part.
STAGES IN THE INTERVIEW PROCESS
Introduction
The purpose is for the all to parties
to be introduced, to establish initial
rapport, to explain Purpose, Process,
and Roles of the interview. Use this opportunity to establish eye contact with your
interviewers.
Initial Settling Questions
To get you talking and for the interviewer to make an initial assessment of how the interview is going to go.

1
2
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3
4

Education and Qualifications
To confirm and explore details or
gaps in the resumé (CV).
Work Experience
To check your abilities and knowledge.
Duties of the job being offered
To see if your abilities and knowledge match the job.
Salary Expectations
To check if the employer can afford
you – but also to allow you to make
a case for special treatment.
Last Checks
To check if all the detail is complete.
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COMPETENCY-BASED INTERVIEWS
Increasingly, interviews are being conduced
in a competency-based format. This is a very
structured form of interviewing where you
are asked for specific examples of situations
where you acted in particular ways: e.g. “give
an example of where you showed leadership”.
What the interviewer wants:
• A short description of the PROBLEM you
had to deal with.
• A concise statements of the ACTIONS
you took.
• The RESULTS you got.
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HELP THE INTERVIEWER IN
COMPETENCY-BASED INTERVIEWS
1. Keep it short and snappy
Competency-based interviews can take up to
50% more time than the traditional format.
Long stories are ouT.
2. Stay on topic
Relate your examples as closely as you can
to the job description and the competency
definitions. Take time to match them.
3. Be clear - you’re competent
Relate your points to the competences. For
example: “My leadership skills were being

tested here because the team had lost direction and were focussed on blaming each
other. What I did to motivate them was...”
4. Avoid “we”
Be very specific about what you did.
5. Research the job
If the job is inside your own organisation
find out the recent history and the challenges
and demands of the position. This information would be used by the interviewers
in defining the competencies and framing
the question. This could give you a very
strong advantage! If it is in a company
that you don’t know research that sector.

Useful Tips: Structure of the interview
Research shows that the main reasons interviewees fail include:
¬ Understand and anticipate
the different types of interviews you may undergo.
¬ Structured interviews

Framework
focus
Many interviewers
use the PAR and
STAR frameworks
in competency
interviewing.

should be prepared for by
researching your own experience and being prepared
to be just as structured in

PAR

STAR

P ROBLEM
A CTION
R ESULT

S ITUATION
T ASK
A CTION
R ESULT

your answers.
¬ Competency (behavioural)
interviews are primarily focussed on your previous experience as the evidence to
predict future performance.
¬ Interviews may be a mixture of traditional and competency questions.
¬ Phone interviews need to
be focussed – but the big
bonus is that you can have
the documentation in front of
you!

Interview questions
							 answers

&

YOU will need to be prepared for the various types of questions you may be asked
during the interview.
It can be a potentially intimidating feeling
to be probed in detail on your past achievements and motivations.
To keep you safe, this chapter deals with
the range of standard questions and offers
some suggestions on how to deal with them.

4
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PREPARING FOR THE
STANDARD QUESTIONS

While it is virtually impossible to anticipate
all the likely questions you might be asked
in an interview, there are a handful that are
hardy perennials. Here are 10 questions
that are asked regularly and some strategies
for dealing with them. Each one also hides
other questions – and I have indicated the
“questions behind the questions”.
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1. TELL ME ABOUT YOURSELF (TMAY)
• Can you be brief in
describing yourself in a
professional way?
• Are you the same person
I see in your resumé?

What ’s
really
being
asked

This is a standard introductory question.
What is needed here is a concise 30-second
to one minute introduction: current job or
role, qualifications, experience, results you
can achieve and where you see yourself going in the future;
For example: “I am Dara O’Keeffe, currently sales account manager with Treston
Industries. I graduated with a business degree
in 2000 and have worked with Treston since
then having been promoted twice. I manage
over 50 client accounts with combined annual turnover of €38m and since I got this job
two years ago I have been growing the business by an average of 20% per annum. I am
also studying for a part-time MBA with the
Open University. I am interested in moving
into a senior strategic position in business
development.” 		
(90 words)
If you are planning your own introduction
you should consider writing your own personal “who’s who?” entry. Look at a few professional directories to see how other people
summarise their careers.
You should also ensure that your brief
introduction includes a characteristic statement about yourself that would help the
interviewer remember you. The TMAY
introduction is important because it sets the
tone for the rest of the interview.
2. WHAT ARE YOUR STRENGTHS?
• What can you do for me?
What is required here is your own estimate
of what your strongest skills are, what are
the areas of knowledge you have most developed and how you like to be described. Any
information you have from performance reviews which give an indication of how your
performance is viewed is very useful here.
Strengths can be defined as key skills.
Strengths can also be defined as your areas
of knowledge – including the following
Strengths can also be described as traits –
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how others tend to describe you:
Avoid woolly self-descriptions such as ‘professional’ , unless you are going to substantiate why you are so.
3. WHAT ARE YOUR WEAKNESSES?
• How self-aware are you?
One of the most difficult interview questions.
What you are being asked here is how aware
you are of yourself and your impact on others.
A professional weakness may be considered to include the following:
• Something that is not a natural strength.
• A problem/weakness that you have overcome.
• A performance issue on which you have
been coached successfully.
• An area where you have to work harder
than others.
• A task you would prefer not to do or to
delegate to somebody else – if you had the
choice.
• A weakness is something that has taken
you longer to master than others – but which
you now can manage.
• A weakness is something that you tend to
overlook because your eye is on something
else.
• A weakness is something that you are
constantly working on.
What is not required is a catalogue of your
personal failings or bad habits. Such a list
could cost you the interview. What is needed
is an honest assessment of areas where you
are aware of your lack of facility or talent
and how you have recognised and dealt with
these.
DO NOT fall into the trap of exposing personal flaws or failings.
4. WHAT DIFFERENTIATES
YOUR FROM ANYBODY ELSE?
• How will we remember you?
(Note: the question is not “what makes
you better than anybody else?”)
Differentiation is about the skills you have
that others don’t have, the unique experience
or project that you were involved in.
Handy differentiators are things like language skills.
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5. WHY SHOULD WE GIVE YOU
THE JOB?
• What are the four or five things I should
say to my managing director about you
that would convince him/her that you are
the right person for the job?
This is the crunch question. Possibly the
crunch question. Whatever your situation, be
prepared to articulate the four or five points
which your claim on the job rests.
Possible answers:
“ ... Because I have what you are looking
for.”
“ ... Because I understand what the job
entails.”
“ ... Because I can do it (and would be happy doing it for the foreseeable future).”
“ ... Because I know all about your
company and what it’s like to work here.”
“ ... Because I can see this as a place I can
contribute to and grow in.”
6. WHY DOES THIS JOB INTEREST
YOU?
• What will make you stay with us?
• What’s in it for you? What do you really
want?
• Do we have the same interests?
Consider carefully what is being asked here
– your understanding of what the company
is best at – and how it matches what you are
good at and enjoy doing?

bal response could cost you the interview.
Interviewers like this question (or alternative forms of it) because it tests how well
you understand the job, the organisation’s
culture and how you might fit in. Interviewers may see you in the job and so should
you. Try to visualise how you would grow
into your new job and manages the changes
9. HOW WOULD YOUR
COLLEAGUES DESCRIBE YOU?
• What are your traits? How do you perform
in a team?
• What do your colleagues rely on you for?
• How self-aware are you?
The interviewer wants to know if your understanding of yourself is in line with their
observations and any feedback you would
have got in the past.
10. IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE
YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD?
• Are you well-briefed on this interview?
• Have you been in control of your
part of the interview?
• Have you made all the points we
need to hear from you?

Useful Tips:
Interview questions
& answers
¬ Understand the question behind the
question
¬ Take time to think before you answer
¬ Be clear about your strengths, skills
and knowledge gaps and how you
have dealt with them
¬ Practice your responses to the usual
expected questions
¬ Keep answers brief
¬ Be sure to provide EVIDENCE with
your statements
¬ Conclude the interview positively.
¬ Interviewers use a wide variety of
questions- focus on the question. Be
clear exactly what is being looked for.
¬ Interviewers can get it wrong. Interviewing may be very structured but is
not an exact science!

7. WHAT SALARY ARE YOU
EXPECTING?
• Can we afford you?
• Are you worth it?
• Are you aware of your market value?
8. WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF
IN FIVE YEARS TIME?
• Do you know where the industry/
company/job is going?
• Do you know where you are going and
how you might grow in a role like this one?
• How open are you to change?
• Do you understand our vision,
mission and values?
Some interviewees pull faces or groan when
this question is asked. This type of non-ver-
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Before you answer this question you should
pause to consider the situation and observe
your interviewers: Are they under time pressure? If they are you have just a few seconds
to respond.
HERE ARE YOUR MAJOR OPTIONS:
• Take a few seconds to reflect and, if you
cannot think of anything thank the board positively for their time and hand back to them
• If anything occurs to you that you think
will make a major impact on the decision
present it clearly and concisely in a few short
sentences
• Briefly present any additional piece of
information or benefit of your experience

which would help the board make their
decision
• Re-emphasise briefly why your experience and knowledge would help the company in the results you could achieve for them
• State what attracted you to the company
– their reputation, their image in the market
place and state that you would be very happy working in such a place.
• Quote something from the company’s
mission and values that relates to the way
that you work or have delivered results in
the past.
• State that the interview has been an interesting and valuable developmental opportunity for you.

5

Final
preparation
AS part of the in-depth preparation for the
interview the most effective thing you can
do is to prepare for the interview in a number of different ways apart from reading up
about the company or the job. The more
ways you prepare the better. Try to anchor
what you have to say in your interview so
that you will be less likely to “dry” on the
day itself.
PRE-INTERVIEW COACHING TIPS
1. Read the job description and your appli-

Useful Tips:
Ready, set...PREPARE!
¬ Use friends or trusted associates to
coach you on your interview technique.
¬ Visualise your interview in a number of
different ways – be positive but realistic.
¬ Use video in a positive way – find
what works in your communication
style and build on it.
¬ Pace yourself coming up to the interview – leave yourself plenty of time to
think.
¬ Arrive in time and be prepared to wait.
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cation to be familiar with areas of overlap
– anticipate gaps. List the 20 questions (or
so) you expect to be asked; prepare your
answers in bullet form. See if you can fit it
onto one page. Get a friend to coach you on
the answers, checking them off as you work
through the list. Have them signal you once
you have spoken for one minute.
2. Talk over with someone your thoughts
about the job – the challenges you expect
and how you might deal with them.
3. Ask trusted colleagues and mentors for
feedback.
4. Review your performance reviews to
build up information on your strengths and
areas for development – discuss them with a
mentor, boss or support.
5. Ask a friend to help you review your last
five years at work and outside it. Ask them
to question you on your five year plan for
the future – focus on how you expect your
life inside and outside work to develop (e.g.
as children grow up and your industry or
field adjust to an ever-changing future.
6. Ask several friends to frame challenging
interview questions – get them to imagine
themselves as members of your interview
board.
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POSITIVE VISUALISATION
Chase away the pre-interview nerves
Many people perform badly at interviews
because they put their energy into visualising failure and spend their energies worrying about the terrible things that might
happen.
When they get into the actual interview
they realise that they have nothing prepared
and nothing to fall back on. You can use positive visualisation to imagine the interview
before it happens.

DRESS TO IMPRESS
Grooming and presentation matters
Research the dress code of the organisation – if in doubt err on the conservative
side. The general rule is dress for confidence,
comfort and positive impact.
Dress to show you are taking the interview
seriously, and dress conservatively and in
a business-like style to be on the safe side
while allowing just enough room to
express a little of your personality.

!

WHATEVER YOU DO:

DON’T PANIC

Wardrobe matters: What to wear
FOR WOMEN
Dress for both positive impact and comfort. The general tone should be business-like. A business suit with either
trousers or skirt with a blouse is
best. A day dress and jacket is
also acceptable. Skirt length
and necklines should be
modest. You can afford to
have a little more colour in
the outfit, particularly with
the blouse or shirt, but
nothing too garish or too
patterned.
If in doubt err on the conservative side – minimise risks of nerves
because you feel the image you are
presenting is not quite right.

FOR MEN
Preference should be given to blue, grey
or black for suits. Shirts should be in plain
colours and textures – ties to match. Check
collar size, you can become very constricted and nervous if the size is too small. Get
advice if you think you have skin problems –
presentation is an issue! Dandruff or eczema
are not fatal diseases but can be in an interview because it may raise doubt as to how
you will look to clients and colleagues.
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Communication and
rapport during the interview

6

ESTABLISHING rapport is critical. Do
everything in your power to ‘connect’ with
the interviewer(s).
In doing this, one of your main tasks is to
establish positive verbal and non-verbal contact with the interviewer. If you are in good
contact with the interviewer both of you will
have better control

of it) and from stance/seating posture more
quickly than we hear and interpret the words
being said.
It takes the brain time to interpret the
words but body language can be picked up
instantly. If you are hesitant and lack confidence in your body language your message
will lose credibility dramatically.

VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL
COMMUNICATION

DEALING WITH NERVES

Communication from the interviewers view
point works in the three dimensions:
• What is being said/discussed (the content)
• What the interviewer sees
• What the interviewer hears
Don’t forget that no matter what you say,
your meaning can be coloured by the way
you actually say it.
Along with tone of voice, keep in mind that
we pick up signals from eye contact (or lack

Useful Tips:
Building rapport
¬ Listen, listen, listen to the question.
¬ Everybody gets nervous at interviews.
–use suggested techniques to minimise
nervousness.
¬ It is possible to be nervous and perform well at the same time.
¬ Prepare positively in a number of
different ways.
¬ Interviewers get nervous too.
¬ If you lose track or make a mistake
then there are many options for recovery.

The impact of nerves on your interview performance can be neatly summed up in these
six words:
NO NERVES = NO POSITIVE STRESS
= NO PERFORMANCE
It’s as simple as that – no nerves, no awareness, no performance. Nerves keep you alert
and focussed. They give you an edge.
If you have prepared properly you will still
be nervous but will be able to perform –it
may not be the most comfortable experience
in the world.
The main reason people get nervous at
interviews is because they have not prepared
properly or in sufficient time. You walk into
the interview and say something and your
brain registers the thought “this is not quite
right” – and then you get really nervous.
OVERCOMING NERVES
• Establish good rapport with the
interviewer
• Stay in the present moment – be aware
of how long your answers are taking
• Take things slowly, take time to think
• Be aware that your interviewer ‘s
concentration may dip
• Try to put energy into your answers

12
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Reviewing
the interview
IF you get bad news – which is likely for
most interview candidates, especially when
you consider the numbers – you will need to
do an honest review of what happened.
The way you engage with this painful
process will determine your future success.
Even if you were the most suitable and
best-prepared candidate in the world you
may not get the job and it is worth considering this so that your future interviews will
not be affected by this. The challenge is to
understand , to the best of your ability, what
actually happened and then build on that for
the future - that is the most uncomfortable
and the most productive thing you could do.
YOU DID NOT GET THE
INTERVIEW: WHAT HAPPENED?
There are two possibilities:
(1) You did the best you could and you are
mystified about what happened.
(2) You did not do as well as you expected
and you know it.

1

You did the best you could – what
happened, what went wrong?
If you did not get the job as expected the
following may have happened:
• You were in the top three or four slot – but
they got someone who performed just as
well, but at a lower salary.
• You matched all the requirements, but
another candidate brought something extra
to the table.
• Another candidate was a better fit for the
job in terms of image, method of communication or other criteria. Fit for the job is one
of the most critical factors in recruitment
and selection.
• You were too similar to what they had
already and they felt they wanted something
different.
• In some industries, especially in the technology sector, like tends to recruit like; this is
a particularly dangerous form of bias.

You did not do as well as you
expected - what went wrong?

2

Although there could be many others, here
are the main possibilities to consider:
• You did not do enough preparation
• You over-prepared – you were preoccupied
and stressed and did not listen to the interviewers properly
• You were nervous and remained so during
the interview, despite the interviewers best
efforts
• Your examples and data were not at the
right level
• You were strong is some areas and weaker
in others and the interviewers were aware of
the contrast.
• You did not listen properly to the questions and your answers were not what was
actually required.
• Your answers were too long. You launched
into long, rambling stories and ignored signals from the interviewers that brevity was
required
• There was little rapport between you and
the interviewers
• Your documentation was difficult to read
and to relate to the job description and the
interviewers could not easily reconcile them
• You treated the interview as a meaningless
ritual – and this was obvious to the interviewers

DEALING WITH REJECTION:
• Remember the maxim : There is no
failure, only failure to learn.
• Fail, learn, fail better, try again, learn
more and succeed.
• We all fail but are more people are
willing to broadcast their successes
than their failures.
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ASKING FOR AND
RECEIVING FEEDBACK
If feedback is offered after the interview
take the opportunity. However, remember
the following:
• Your interviewers may give you limited
feedback.
• The feedback may not be expertly or
diplomatically given.
Research shows that interviewers may have
difficulty in remembering what happened at
interview. Consider that you only had one
interview to remember but your interviewer
may have had dozens.

Useful Tips:
Interview review
¬ You may have been in the final shortlist and not know it!
¬ Take time to establish what worked
for you at the interview instead of dwelling on failure and becoming discouraged or paralysed as a result.
¬ There is no failure – only failure to
learn.
¬ If you feel your interview was incorrectly conducted get proper professional HR advice before “going legal.”
¬ Write up your own account of the
interview as soon as possible after the
interview.
¬ Take offers of feedback and listen well.

Also, most interviews are not recorded in
transcript form so that almost certainly there
will not be a complete record of what happened. Interviewers usually only record their
conclusions and the relevant evidence.
If feedback is not forthcoming, ask for it
on the basis that you want to improve your
performance.
Resist the temptation to express negative
views about the process. Be open to the fact
that most people find giving feedback an extremely difficult exercise – try and help them
as much as possible by being positive, constructive and open. Do not expect too much!
DEALING WITH
PROMOTION FEEDBACK
Providing feedback on internal promotion
interviews is often difficult, mainly due to
the colleague/colleague relationship.
Be alert to these sensitivities and accept
fully that your colleague may be quite uncomfortable giving feedback.
Listen well, clarify and be gracious.
PLANNING FOR YOUR
NEXT INTERVIEW
When you have finished your review and
feedback the following actions are strongly
recommended:
1. Write up your feedback
2. Amend your CV and other documents
3. Consider working with a coach or mentor
on some of the suggestions
4. Decide if you can practice some of the
suggestions given to you in other situations.
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How to Prepare and Manage Your Interviews

The interview cycle
STEPS TO PRESENTING THE BEST YOU
MATCH YOUR SKILLS
AND EXPERTISE
TO THE JOB

LOOK FOR
OPPORTUNITIES
ON- AND OFF-LINE

PRACTICE
INTERVIEWING

NETWORKING

INTERVIEW

REVIEW
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